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Introduction
The mashme.io Room of the Future is a breakthrough in education, e-learning and employee
collaboration. It offers the most immersive video meeting experience for organizations looking to
transform their learning and training environments.
The Room of the Future incorporates up to 48 screens within a high definition video wall, including
camera(s), lighting and audio systems, all synchronized by SyncRTC’s mashme.io software.
In order to achieve this experience, the different hardware and software elements that interact with
the mashme.io software should be maintained and configured correctly through the hardware
partner installer/maintainer and the customer team looking after the room.
mashme.io support team´s main focus is software support but can assist in resolving hardware and
ancillary equipment issues, always as best effort, but the ultimate responsibility of the maintenance
and correct operation will lie with the installer or company which the customer has a hardware
agreement signed with.

Objective
The objective of this document is to provide a guide of the different elements that are part of a room
and the most common challenges that might occur through time, so the teams responsible for the
maintenance and correct operation of the room can resolve these issues in a timely manner without
impacting the usage of the room.

Audience
The intended audience of this document is partners, customer´s IT team and mashme.io personnel.

Definitions, acronyms and abbreviations
HDBT:HDBaseT is the global standard for the transmission of ultra-high-definition video & audio,
Ethernet, controls, USB and up to 100W of power over a single, long-distance, cable. For
audiovisual, consumer electronics, and even industrial PCs, this can be a simple category cable
(Cat6 or above), for up to 100m/328ft.
NVIDIA Mosaic:NVIDIA® MosaicTM Technology uses NVIDIA Quadro or NVSTM solutions to take
multiple displays and present them as a single logical GPU to the operating system.
NVIDIA Surround:NVIDIA® Surround combines multiple displays to act as one larger display to
allow a panoramic view of your desktop.
AMD Eyefinity: is a brand name for AMD video card products that support multi-monitor setups by
integrating multiple (up to six) display controllers on one GPU.
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Get to know your Room Hardware Installed
It is important to be familiar with the different devices installed in the room and the function of each
one of them and the way they interact.
The installer should provide the following:
-

a diagram of the installation where the integration of the different elements is included.
Brand and model of the elements included
Handover training of the installation.

The team managing the room should feel confident in looking after the room and have the
reassurance that if three are any problems, they will have a reference documentation they can use as
first instance and if the problem cannot be fixed then the installer should be able to resolve it in
a timely manner.
Any room has the following equipment
-

Server PC
Surface
Screens
Presenter camera with Tracking
Audio Interface
Microphone

Some rooms have additional equipment:
-

Auxiliary PC
MultiDisplay Controller
HDBT controller
Rear Camera
Control System

In the next sections, we will cover the different devices, including a description and possible
challenges that might arise.

Server
The server is the central part of the room. The specifications of the machine is adapted to the type
of room (either RoF or Delegate) and the number of licenses available.
The server is a Windows 10 Pro machine fitted with a video card capable of managing high
resolution and low latency video streams.
As any other Windows machine, Windows Updates are important to maintain stability and resolve
reported issues but it might become annoying if the updates execute automatically; automatic
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updates are stopped and we will advise when to update manually once we have verified the
correct operation of the local room with the new updates.
In order to launch the rooms, we use a combination of:
●
●
●

Selenium
Chrome Driver
Chrome Browser

These elements need to be at a specific version to interact between them, if a version of these
changes, it might cause the room launching process to fail.
In the following sections we will explain how we approach the mentioned requirements and how to
overcome possible challenges.

Usage of Restore Points
Restore Points is a feature present in Windows 10 and it gives you additional reasurance when you
install a new application, new driver or new update.

Restoring won’t affect your personal files, but it will remove apps, drivers, and updates installed
after the restore point was made.
In the following sections we will cover how to create Restore Points and how to revert back to a
previously created Restore Point if you encounter any issues .
At the moment of the handover of the room, a default restore point is created and it can be
restored if problems are encountered at a later point.
It is also advisable to create a new one, prior reverting to the default restore point.
If you are still facing issues please engage your hardware support provider.

Create a restore point manually
Please follow the instructions in the article below:
Create a restore point manually

Use System Restore
Please follow the instructions in the article below:
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Use System Restore

Windows Updates
In Windows 10, when new quality updates (also referred as cumulative updates) become available,
they download and install automatically on your computer.
Feature Releases that are in effect a complete Windows upgrade are also released twice per year.
Although the automatic approach ensures that every device receives security updates to patch
vulnerabilities and performance as well as stability enhancements, it's one of the most controversial
features.
Typically, the biggest reason is that updates are known to contain fixes for bugs that can negatively
affect the experience, and they require a restart to complete the installation that can disrupt the
current workflow.
The major updates need a restart to complete and might take long to finish which might cause
delays in starting using the computer. Installs in excess of 1 hour are not uncommon.
Once installs have been completed, it is also likely that some components may need reconfiguring.

Disable Automatic Updates
mashme.io uses a Group Policy defined in the computer to stop automatic updates:

1. Open Start.
2. Search for gpedit.msc and click the top result to launch the Local Group Policy Editor.
3. Navigate to the following path:

Computer Configuration > Administrative Templates > Windows Components > Windows
Update

4. Double-click the Configure Automatic Updates policy on the right side.
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5. Check the Disabled option to turn off the policy and disable automatic updates permanently.

6. Click the Apply button.
7. Click the OK button.

After you complete the steps, Windows 10 will stop downloading updates automatically on the
device. However, the ability to check for updates manually will continue to be available in
Settings > Update & Security > Windows Update. While on the page, you need to click the Check for
updates button to download and install the most recent patches.
For further information please refer to:
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/windows-update-faq-8a903416-6f45-0718-f5c7
-375e92dddeb2

Security compliance
Whilst we initially configure the server not to auto update, the security patches still need to be
installed and checked in a controlled manner to ensure the server is not vulnerable after careful
testing has completed .
Syncrtc is a software company, supplying and maintaining the Mashme software. We typically work
with partners, hardware vendors, and Customer IT teams for hardware installation and configuration.
Partners and Vendors are usually contracted to provide the post installation support for the
Hardware, the operating system should be covered either by the Partner, the local IT Team, or
the room manager.
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Patching Process
Mashme will assess the new security patches and at the same time install and perform checks
against our own reference systems to ensure Mashme correctly launches and continues to work.
This is no guarantee that every device will behave in the same way.
Mashme will ensure that the Primary Patching Contacts are identified for each customer.
Once we have verified the installation, we will notify the primary patching contacts for our
customers, to request they perform the installs, and then follow the post install verification process
mentioned below.

If necessary, a room can be launched that includes the sessionsupport@syncrtc.com user,
and a member of the Mashme Support team can join for a few minutes (by prior
arrangement).

Verifications to complete after Windows Update
Display
On occasions, after Windows updates are applied the display configuration might be modified and
need adjustment.
Please follow the specific institutions based on the video card used

NVIDIA Mosaic Display Configuration
Please follow the steps defined in the following link:
https://nvidia.custhelp.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/3568/~/how-to-setup-mosaic-using-nvidi
a-control-panel

NVIDIA Surround Display Configuration
Please follow the steps defined in the following link:
https://www.nvidia.com/content/Control-Panel-Help/vLatest/en-us/mergedProjects/nv3d/To_
configure_my_displays_for_Surround.htm

AMD Eyefinity Display Configuration
Please follow the steps defined in the following llink:
https://www.amd.com/en/support/kb/faq/dh-014
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Sound Device Settings
The audio settings might get changed after installing Windows updates or after connecting a new
device.
In the installation phase, all the audio devices but the one to be in use should be disabled but if there
is no audio in the room or the remote participants cannot hear the presenter, the audio settings need
to be reviewed and configured to the correct device.
If there are any doubts please contact your hardware installer.

Chrome Version
Using a specific version of Chrome is necessary to interact with the other software elements
(Chrome Driver and Selenium) and for the room to launch correctly in the video wall.
In addition, the VPN needs to be up and running for the launch process to complete.

Stop Chrome from upgrading
Standard Chrome versions include an update service, we use a version that does not include this
service but logging a Google account into the browser causes the service to be installed and the
browser to be updated. If that happens the launch process will fail and the room will not be opened
in the video wall.
The method used to prevent Chrome from Upgrading is by using Registry Keys

Add Registry Key in the server nuc
1. Go to the Registry Editor.

Move your cursor to the right corner of the top screen to get the Charms bar. Then
click on "Apps", enter "run" in the search box, press Enter, enter "regedit" in the
pop-up box and press Enter
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2. Navigate to the following key:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Policies\Google\Update

3. Look for "UpdateDefault" on the right side of the Registry Editor and double click on it.

Note:
If you cannot find "UpdateDefault", right click on a blank place in the right side > click
"New" > "DWOARD" > Name it "UpdateDefault"
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4. Change the value data to 0

5. Click "OK" to save the changes
Source: Turn Off Chrome Updates

Install correct Chrome Version
To reinstall the correct version follow these steps:

1. Uninstall the current version of Chrome, select “Also delete your browsing data?”

2. This is important as the default profile would force the upgrade to the version just
uninstalled
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3. Delete the Profiles associated with the room
4. Navigate to %AppData% and within the Chrome directory search for the Update folder and
delete it

5.
6.
7.
8.

Download Google Chrome Offline Installer 64-bit
Install the downloaded Google Chrome
Launch a room on the server
Configure the specific cameras for each of the sitemaps (professor_cam, room_cam) for
them to be stored in the profile (Set the right camera in each one of they layouts)
9. Close the room and relaunch to confirm that everything is in working order

Resolution, Scale and Layout
For the correct presentation of the mashme.io classroom in the videowall it is necessary that the
correct resolution and scale is set in the videowall.
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For the resolution it should be set to 4K multiplied by the number of screen panels, for example a
3x1 room should have a resolution of 3 x 4K = 3 x (3840 x 2160)=11520 x 2160.
The scale in Windows is set to 100%, Go to Settings > System > Display and you'll find an option for
Scale and layout. Make suree is set to 100%.

Camera
This section covers the specific issues that might appear related to the room cameras and how to
resolve them.
If it is not explicitly mentioned, the articles make reference to the VDO360 camera solution.

Set the right camera in each one of they layouts
In some situations, on Delegate or Room of the Future installations, the main computer (on
Delegates) or the server (on RoFs) might open multiple sitemaps with a camera. If changes are
made, Chrome might, sometimes, be unable to detect the cameras correctly and might not show
one of the cameras or show the cameras in incorrect sitemaps.
If the issue is detected, the steps to follow to troubleshoot and solve the issue are:
1. Launch a room with the Class Launcher
2. Get out of the full screen for the main videowall sitemap clicking on the top middle part of
the screen on the X that is appearing while hovering the mouse on that part
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3. Get both the videowall sitemap and the additional camera sitemaps on the screen. For the
additional ones follow the steps to bring them to the front:
-hover to Taskbar on the sitemap that you want to bring to front
-once on the desired sitemap, hover to the preview of its window and make a left click
on the preview and chose the “Maximise” option of the fast menu
-once the sitemap is maximised, drag it to get the window smaller and be able to see
the rest of the windows on the screen
4.

Open a new tab for each sitemap that is using cameras and go to
chrome://settings/content/camera and choose the camera that this sitemap should show.
Once the setting is completed, refresh the sitemap

●

●

Choose the correct camera for this sitemap

Open the browser window with the classroom camera sitemap (=room-cam). To show this
Chrome for the room camera, first maximise this Chrome. Once this window is maximised,
go to the settings for the camera and chose the correct camera for this sitemap
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5. Once the settings are set to each sitemap and the cameras are shown correctly, close the
room from the Room Admin (device used to launch the room) and relaunch it. This way
Chrome should maintain the settings made and correctly load the sitemaps with the correct
cameras

Enable/Disable tracking in Perfect Track VDO
The presenter camera includes an advanced image processing application to recognize individuals
in the video stream. Once a user is recognized, the software controls the camera to smoothly follow
that user.
Step 1: Access the PerfectTrack web interface
●

Identify the IP address of the NUC running the tracking software

●

From the Surface access the bookmark for the tracking software

●

From any other computer connected to the room network access
http://ipaddress/index.html
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Step 2: Enable tracking
●

Left-click on the [‘Start Tracking’] button on the Web Client Interface to start tracking.

Step 3: Disable tracking
●

Left-click on the [‘Stop Tracking’] button on the Web Client Interface to stop tracking.

Disabling the tracking is recommended when there is more than one presenter physically in the room
and it is not possible to stay outside the camera's pan.
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Video Input status shows a red X and/or the video feed does not
appear at all.
The camera is not tracking and when accessing the Perfect Track interface a red X is present in the
Video Input.

Most likely, the cables are not correctly connected or the application fails to obtain the camera feed.
Follow these steps to solve the issue:
●

Check that all the video cable connections between the camera and computer are securely
connected on both ends.

●

Check that the camera power cable is plugged into the power socket and that the socket
has active power.

●

Check that the power switch to the camera has been turned on.

●

Click the refresh button on the top of the Web Client Interface. Wait 30 seconds and click on
the refresh button logo again. The video status may take up to 30 seconds to properly
refresh.

●

Advanced
○

If there is still no video feed showing up, try cycling on/off the cables on the camera.

○

Powercycle the camera
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○

Reboot the PC

Source:https://help.mashme.io/en/support/solutions/articles/29000037504-perfect-track-video
-input-status-shows-a-red-x

Camera feed is not displayed
The camera feed, either presenter or the room view, is not displayed at all or or the following is seen:

The “No Signal” image is called the Status image and it is an image that will be displayed on screen
when there is no signal or unsupported signals in the input of the Magewell USB Capture device.
These are the steps to follow:
●
●
●

Verify that the camera is on
If thee camera is on and no image is displayed, power cycle it
If there is an Extron Extender between the camera and the Magewell:
○ disconnect the network cable in the extender
○ connect back after 10 seconds.

Room Audio
Before every session, it is necessary to confirm that the audio from the remote participants can be
heard in the room and the audio from the presenter is heard by the remotes.
If there is no audio in either direction please check the elements in this section.
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Soundbar is not muted
Based on the manufacturer documentation confirm that the soundbar is on and has not been muted.
For further clarification contact your hardware installer.

Computer Volume
Check that the volume of the server is set correctly and not muted.

Sound Device configuration
Verify that the audio hardware is operational and correctly configured in the server (Windows).
The correct element should be set as the Output and the Input to be able to hear the participants
and for the participants to hear the classroom.
The following Microsoft link can help with the troubleshooting:
Fix sound problems in Windows 10
If you, after reviewing these elements, are still facing issues, please contact your hardware installer.
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Video Wall Screens
Screen not displayed in the right color or does not display an
image

The issue is caused due to a synchronization issue at the time of the start and it is normally resolved
by power cycling the videowall using the remote.
If the problem persists contact your hardware installer.
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